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Review: Homeboy's Soul by Don Armijo & Fred Stawitz  

 
 
 

Cruise the barrio with a vato loco. Face the deadly consequences of a movida on a rival gang. 
Share the private thoughts and fears of a real-life Chicano child turned killer. Live the most 

pervasive and misunderstood lifestyle in America--gangbanging! And the challenge? Do it all 
without dying!  
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I really enjoyed this book.  I’ve heard so many stories about gang-
life and while it’s fascinating, it also poses a real threat, especially 
for young people who will do whatever it takes to fit in.  I thought 

the writing was great. 
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P O S T E D  B Y  B R I D G E T  H O P P E R  

I write SHORT, simple reviews because I don't want to give too much of the story away. I also know that 
a lot of people on here, including myself, are busy and do not have time to read a bunch of lengthy 

reviews. If you would like for me to review your book or discuss advertising, you can send me an email at 
bjhopper(at)me(dot)com 

 
 
Disclosure:  I received a copy of this book for free.  All opinions expressed are 100% mine.  If 
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you purchase a book using my Amazon or Barnes and Noble link, I will receive a small portion 
of the purchase price. 
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